Emerald Ash Borer
Protect Your Tree

Optrol Insecticide

DIFFERENCE
Optrol™ concentrated formula gives you the power to tackle the toughest pests such as Emerald Ash borer and Japanese beetle.

SAVE WITH OPTROL

Do I have an ash tree? If so, should I protect it?
Ash Trees are very common and easy to identify. (See photos) All varieties are susceptible to the Emerald Ash Borer. Mountain ash is NOT a true ash, therefore not affected. While treating an Ash tree is relatively inexpensive, not all ash trees are good candidates for protection. Typically, the trees to protect are ones you consider valuable. This includes healthy, larger irreplaceable trees. Ash trees that are not good candidates are unhealthy, small and easily replaceable or out of the way.

Easy To Apply
One annual treatment of Optrol™ will protect your trees, plants, and lawn. For optimum results, time your treatment prior to the target pest. It takes Optrol™ time to be absorbed by the roots and move throughout the plant. As a general rule, the larger the plant, the longer it will take to be fully protected.

1. Measure
Measure your tree at chest height with a tape measure to find the circumference.

2. Mix
Use the Dosing Table to determine the amount of Optrol and water you need.

3. Pour
Slowly pour the solution around the base of the tree.

Plant Care Science
GO TO: www.plantcarescience.com for store locations
TC Metro Optrol Suppliers

Bachman’s – all locations
The Mustard Seed – Chaska
Ace Hardware – Stillwater
Diamond Lake Ace – Mpls
Settergren Ace – Mpls
Linder’s – St. Paul
Tonkadale – Mtna
Sunnyside – Mpls
Otten – Long Lake
Dundee – Plymouth
Lilydale – W St. Paul
Sargent’s – Rochester (2), Red Wing
Highland – St. Paul
Knecht’s – Northfield
Fluegel’s – Hastings
Mickman Bros – Ham Lake
Pahl’s – Apple Valley
Pork & Plants – Altura
Steve’s – eld River
Bergmann’s – Stillwater
The Tree House – Hastings
Beaver Meadow – Hinckley
Jerry’s – St. Louis Pk
Mound True Value - Mound